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Rainbow Ocean in a
Rainbow Universe

T

here was once a universe
made up of ice cream scoop
planets on cone bases. These
oddly shaped planets were subject
to a lot of strange rains including
candy, cotton candy, fidget
spinners, money, bikes, small
animals, takis, and protein shakes.
The air felt good and smelled like
ice cream and roses. There were
colby jack cheese islands, cotton
candy lands, and a faraway tropical
island called Grapeland where
people wore cotton candy clothes,
candy cone shoes, and cake pants.
High in the sky of Grapeland was a
mysterious mansion.

On these planets it was morning
and night at the same time and the
chocolate ice cream sun and cotton
candy glitter stars shone all the
time.
Surrounding Grapeland was a
rainbow colored ocean that smelled
like strawberries and sprite. The
ocean was home to mermaids who
made cupcakes and pancakes every
morning. There was a grape soda
river that smelled like grapes and
peaches, in the middle of the river
was a mountain volcano that would
shoot candy when you hit it.
All over this universe you could
find a curious giraffe-type creature

that was the size of a mouse. They
were black and blue, had bat wings
and antlers, and ate honey.
Grapeland was home to a special
animal that resembled a bear but
was green and brown and had zebra
legs and a mohawk. They smelled
like peaches and strawberries,
loved to read, and told anyone who
would listen that they liked honey.
To get around there were cake
skateboards with donut wheels and
hamburger bun trucks with hot
cheeto dispensers. There were also
roller-skates made of cotton candy
with chocolate chip rockets, pizza
wheels, marshmallow scarves, and
bowling ball chip brakes.
Growing in these worlds were
taki flowers and chocolate-barked
bushes that grew phones amid

their strawberry leaves. You could
dip the strawberry leaves in the
chocolate bark for a nice treat.
There were also talking chocolate
cotton candy trees and spider
twizzler plants.
Jolly and Panther John-Spike were
twin sister and brother who lived
on one of the ice cream scoop
planets and often vacationed on
Grapeland. They were tiny like
ants and had ten arms each so they
could do a lot at once. They turned
blue when they were cold and red
when they were hot. Jolly had pink
and red hair with rainbow streaks,
could shoot cotton candy rainbows,
and was a world-class back-flipper.
They worked hard to confront
bad guys and to make sure that
everyone in their community had

a cotton candy and jolly rancher
home to live in.
Super Boy & Girl lived in a cat
mansion in the rainbow desert. It
had a tiger face and sharp teeth
and loved to eat steak and mashed
potatoes. It was made of gold and
had diamond eyes, could fly with
super-speed, was strong enough to
punch through the universe, and
had two kids and a pet dog. It was
motivated to help Jolly and Panther
by its love for its own kids.
Raymond, a garlic-hating vampire,
did NOT like that they helped
people. He lived under the rainbow
ocean. He was bald, had elf ears,
blue and red eyes, a square nose,
big orange canines, and wore a
black mask and a black sweater
with a yorkie dog on it. He had

laser eyes, could shoot candy canes,
and had marshmallow powers that
could stick people to the wall.
Tattoo Gucci Dog was Raymond’s
loyal cousin who lived in the big
mansion in the sky. He walked on
two legs like a zombie, had blue
eyes and wore camera glasses, and
had sticky cotton candy football
gloves. He had a hoverboard, threw
gummy bear arrows, and could talk
to the green and brown bears.
One day Jolly and Panther were
vacationing on Grapeland and had
invited Super Boy&Girl to come for
a swim. As they were relaxing on
their day off at the rainbow beach,
Raymond and Tattoo Gucci Dog
were sneaking up behind them,
planning something evil...

